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Area of a circle worksheet

Here at imathworksheets.com, we offer students and teachers many free space worksheets that can be integrated both inside and outside the classroom. This special set of range worksheets focuses on calculating the area of a circle. In this series, you or your students use a formula to calculate the area of a circle with a
specific radius or diameter and to round the area to the nearest hundredth. Each of our worksheets contains an accurate, easy-to-use answer key so that teachers or students can review the task. Each set of problems can also be easily customized so that you can change the difficulty level of the problems by adding
decimal places or fractions. Once your class has completed this extensive series, you will no doubt be experts in finding the area of a circle. Area of Worksheet 1 — Here is a nine problem worksheet that students can use to practice calculating the range of a circle. Each exercise provides a drawing of the circle and the
length of the radius. Area of Circles Worksheet 1 RTF Area of Circles Worksheet 1 PDF Preview Area of Circles Worksheet 1 in your Web Browser View Answers Area of Circles Worksheet 2 – Here is a nine problem worksheet that allows your students to practice calculating the area of a circle. Each exercise provides a
drawing of the circle and the length of the radius. Area of Circles Worksheet 2 RTF Area of Circles Worksheet 2 PDF Preview Area of Circles Worksheet 2 in Your Browser View Answers Area of Circles Worksheet 3 – Here is a nine problem worksheet that allows your students to practice calculating the area of a circle.
Each exercise provides a drawing of the circle and the length of the diameter. Area of Circles Worksheet 3 RTF Area of Circles Worksheet 3 PDF Preview Area of Circles Worksheet 3 in Your Browser View Answers Area of Circles Worksheet 4 – Here is a nine problem worksheet that allows your students to practice
calculating the area of a circle. Each exercise provides a drawing of the circle and the length of the diameter. Area of Circles Worksheet 4 RTF Area of Circles Worksheet 4 PDF Preview Area of Circles Worksheet 4 in Your Browser View Answers Area of Circles Worksheet 5 – Here is a nine problem worksheet that
allows your students to practice calculating the area of a circle. Each exercise provides a drawing of the circle and the length of the radius or diameter. Area of circles worksheet 5 RTF area of circles worksheet 5 PDF preview area of circles worksheet 5 in your browser Answers Range of Circles Worksheet 6 – Here's a
nine problem worksheet that allows your students to practice calculating the area of a circle. Each exercise provides a drawing of the circle and the length of the radius or diameter. Area of Worksheet 6 RTF Range of Circles Worksheet 6 PDF Preview Area of Circles Worksheet 6 in Your Browser View Answers You are
here: Home → Worksheets → Circle This generator creates worksheets for calculating the radius, diameter, circumference, or area of a circle when one of these values is specified (either radius, diameter, circumference, or area). They can be produced in PDF or HTML formats. The options are numerous: you can select
metric or common units or both, you can include or not include simple circle images in the problems, or randomly leave some problems with a circular image and others not. You can also select 3.14 or 3.1416 as the value of Pi in the calculations, and then select the rounding accuracy for the responses. Please change
the different options to see what their effects are. After you generate a worksheet, you can simply refresh the page from your browser window (or click F5) to get another worksheet with different problems, but use the same options. All worksheets have an answer key. You can print the worksheet directly to your browser
or save it to your hard drive by using the Save in your browser command. If the problems in the worksheet don't fit on the page or there's not enough canvas, select a smaller font, fewer cell populations, or fewer columns of problems. Example worksheets (scope, diameter, radius, circle area) Here is a non-intimidating
way to prepare students for formal geometry. The Key to Geometry workbooks introduce students to a variety of geometric discoveries as they perform step-by-step constructions. With just a pencil, compass and straight, start by drawing lines, splitting angles, and reproducing segments. Later, they make sophisticated
constructions with more than a dozen steps - and are asked to form their own generalizations. When they are finished, the students will know 134 geometric terms and will be ready to tackle formal evidence. =&gt; Learn More Browse all of our geometry worksheets, from the basic shapes to ranges and sizes, angles,
grids, and 3D shapes. K5 Learning offers free worksheets and inexpensive workbooks for children in kindergarten up to 5th grade. We help your children to build good learning habits and excel at school. This circular worksheet is ideal for practicing detachment for perimeter, area, radius and of a circle. The worksheet
results in 9 problems per page. This worksheet is a great size for 5th, 6th grade, 7th grade and 8th grade. Click here for more circular worksheets Related topics: More geometry lessons In these lessons we learn • the formula for the area of a circle • how to find the area of a circle with a certain radius or diameter • how to
solve word problems with the area of a circle • when you get the range, how to find the radius or diameter • when you get the area how to find the scope • how to use the for the area of a circle We have also added a circle calculator at the end of this page. The following diagram shows the formula for the range of a circle.
Scroll down the page for more examples and solutions on how to use the formula, as well as a proof, or formula. Formula for the range of a circle A is a closed curve formed by a set of points on a plane that have the same distance from its center. The area of a circle is the area enclosed by the circle. The area of a circle
is equal to pi (π) squared by its radius. Pi (π) is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. Pi is always the same number for each circle. The value of π (pi) is approximately 3.14159265358979323846... but usually rounding to 3.142 should be sufficient The area of a circle is given by the formula: A = sr2 (see
a mnemonic for this formula), where A is the area and r is the radius. Because the formula is specified only in terms of radius, remember to switch from diameter to radius as needed. The radius is half the diameter. Area of a circle with the diameter or radius Example 1: Find the area of the circle with a diameter of 10
inches. Solution: Step 1: Note the formula: A = sr2 Step 2: Change the diameter to the radius: Step 3: Close the value: A = 52 = 25 - Answer: The area of the circle is 25 x ≈ 78.55 square inches. Example 2: Find the area of the circle with a radius of 10 inches. Solution: Step 1: Make a note of the formula: A = sr2 Step 2:
Insert the value: A = 102 = 100 - Answer: The area of the circle is 100 x ≈ 314.2 square inches. See also range of a sector worksheet to calculate the area of the circular worksheet to calculate the perimeter and circular area if a diameter or radius is specified. How to use the formula A = sr2 to calculate the area of the
circle with the radius? For example, find the area of a circle with a radius of 4cm. Show step-by-step solutions How to use the formula to calculate the area of the circle that gives the radius or diameter? Examples: 1. Find the area of a circle with a radius of 3cm. 2. Find the area of a circle with a diameter of 20cm. View
step-by-step solutions The following videos show how to solve word problems with the area of circles. For example, there are two circles, so the radius of the larger circle is three times the radius of the smaller circle. (a) How often is the size of the larger circle the size of the smaller circle? (b) What is the ratio of the area
of the larger circle to the area of the smaller Show step-by-step solution area and scope of send word problems Example 1: Janell wants to replace the glass in her mirrors. She can buy glass for .89 US dollars per square inch. If the price includes tax, how much would she pay until the next penny? Example 2: The
rectangle is 21 inches long and each circle is congruent. What is the area of a circle? Circle? 3: A tire from Karen's car is shown below. What is the next distance travelled, in Denfüse, after 3 full rotations of the tire? Show step-by-step solutions From the formula A = 'r2, we see that we can find the radius of a circle by
dividing its area by π and then getting the positive square root. The diameter is then twice as large as the radius. This video shows how to find the radius or diameter of a circle when the range is specified. Examples: The area of a circle is 12.56 yd2. What is the diameter of the circle? (take π = 3.14) Step-by-step
solutions Find the perimeter of a circle when you determine the range worksheet for calculating radius, diameter, circumference, and circular area. Worksheet 1, Worksheet 2 on word problems affecting circles. To find the circumference of a circle when the range is specified, we first use the range to find the radius. Then
we use the radius to find the circumference of the circle. How do you find the size of a circle when you consider the area? For example, the area of the circle is 12.56 cm2. What is the size of the circle? Step-by-step solutions on how to calculate circles of circles and also composite shapes with circles or circle segments?
The shape consists of 4 semicircles with a diameter of 8m and a square of side 8m. So the radius of each circle is 4m, and you have the equivalent of 2 whole circles. Then add the area of the place. View step-by-step solutions The following diagram shows visual proof of the formula of the range of a circle. Graphical
proof of the formula of a circle. It is a question of dividing the circle into many sectors and of reclassifying the sectors into a rectangle. The base of the rectangle is represented as sr, and the height of the rectangle is r. The area of the rectangle is then the product of .r and r. The area of the circle, which is equal to the
area of the rectangle, is then .r2. Show step-by-step explanation area of the circular calculator Enter the radius and this circle calculator will give you the range. Use it to review your answers. Try the free Mathway calculator and problem solver below to practice various mathematical topics. Try the examples provided, or
enter your own problem and review your answer with the step-by-step explanations. We appreciate your feedback, comments and questions about this website or page. Please send your feedback or enquiries via our feedback page. Page.
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